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In this paper partially observed jump processes are considered and optimal 
filtering equations are given for the conditional expectation of a functional on 
the past of the process. 
Rudemo [6] derived filtering equations for a partially observed jump Markov 
process. Snyder [3] gives equations for the conditional characteristic function 
of a jump process. Segall et al. [2] discuss filtering for processes with counting 
observations. Their work carries over to processes with counting observations 
the martingale methods that Fujisaki et al. [I] had used to derive nonlinear 
filtering equations for processes governed by Ito equations. Many further 
references to filtering for processes with discrete state measurements are given 
in the references cited. 
The objective of this paper is to show that by making use of the concept of a 
representation of a functional the idea of Rudemo’s proof of [6, pp. 595-5991 
can be carried over to jump processes. The author feels that this is a very 
interesting proof because of its simplicity. It involves only calculations with 
conditional expectations and the rule for differentiation of a quotient. 
1. THE FILTERING PROBLEM 
A partially observed jump process x = {x(t); t E [0, T]} will be defined to be a 
stochastic process defined on [0, T] with values in Ek~+kz such that with pro- 
bability one x has piecewise constant, right continuous paths. Since x has values 
in E%+% it can be written in terms of two component processes 
where .a is the vector of the first k, components of x and y the vector of the last 
k, components of x. Consider y as the component of x which is observed and x 
as being unobservable. 
Let gt = u{x(s): 0 < s < t} denote the u field generated by the past of the 
process x and J& = a{y(s): 0 < s < t} denote the (T field generated by past 
measurements of the process y. A functional 9 on the past of the process x is 
defined to be a measurable real-valued stochastic process which for each t is ut 
measurable and for which E 1 y(t)/ < co. 
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The problem of optimal filtering is to give a procedure for computing the 
conditional expectation of a functional on the past given the past measurements, 
that is, to give a procedure to compute 
2. GENERALITIES ABOUT JUMP PROCFSSES 
Since a partially observed jump process x = (y, z) has piecewise constant 
paths with probability one, there is a sequence of times at which the process 
jumps from one state to another and a sequence of successive states the process 
takes on. Let n(t) denote the number of jumps of the process x on [O, t]. If 
pi(T) > 71, let 7, be the time of the nth jump and if n(T) < n set 7,, = T. On the 
set {w: T,(W) < t < T~+~(w) < T) 
and on {w: T,(W) = T} 
(Z(Tn), Y(Tn)> = (z(T), Y(T))* 
Let (x0 ,yo) = (4% y(0)) and (G , m) = @(T,), Ybn)) if n 3 1. 
Thus corresponding to a jump process there is the sequence of random 
elements 
of jump times and successive states the process takes on. Conversely, given a 
sequence of random elements such as (1) for which 
p({Tj = T from some ?z onward}) = 1, 
a jump process can be defined on [0, T] by defininig 
(4th r(t)) = @o ) Yo) 
= (G , m> 
if o<t<Tl 
(2) 
if 7, < t < Tn+l or Tn = t = T. 
The probability distribution of a sequence of random elements such as (1) is 
determined when the conditional distribution of the next jump time given the 
history up to the time of the nth jump 
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and the conditional distribution of the location of the jump given the history 
up to the time of the nth jump and the fact that the (rz + 1)st jump 
wG+1 3 Yn+1 6 A I zo > Yo 2 71 3 % 3 Yl >**-9 7, > %a 7 Yn > T,+1  (4) 
has just occurred are specified. 
Assume that the conditional distribution of the time of the (n + 1)st jump 
has a density on [T, , 2’) so that 
To shorten the notation let 
L &I = (“OYYO I 71 > 3 9 Yl >-..P Tn 9 % 9 Yn >a 
With this notation (5) becomes 
P(T n+1~~lXn) =Itf(sIxn)ds. 
'n 
For a Bore1 set A of Ek~+kz denote (4) more briefly by 
44 I -G 9 ~n+l). 
Define the jump rate of the process x on 7, < t < T by 
‘@ ’ xn) = s, f(s / X,) i?;’ zn+l = T 1 X,) ’ 
A computation shows that 
f(t I X) = dt I -K) exp [ - IT1 ds, ZJ] ds. 
It follows from [4, p. 4941 that if there is a constant K so that 
dt I -%a) < K 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
then P{T, = T from some 71 onward} = 1. In the remainder of the paper we 
shall make the assumption that (11) holds. 
If the process x has n jumps on [0, t] the path of x is determined by the random 
elements 
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Because the observed process y need not jump every time the process x jumps, 
the path of y will be determined by 
(%I 9 ?l > 71 )..*) ?k > yk), (13) 
where (12) and (13) are related as follows. There are integers j, ,..., jk so that 
7-i = Tji ) i = l,..., k, 
ri f ri-1 , 
YVL =Y, if O<m<.i,, (14) 
Ynl =Pi if ji < m < ji+l and i = l,..., k - 1, 
Ynt =Yk if j, < m < n. 
Denote (13) more briefly by yk and let 01 denote the mapping 
&G) = Fk , (15) 
which projects a past history X, into an observed history yk according to (f4). 
The observed process y is a jump process. Its conditional jump time density 
and jump rate are described in the following theorem. Let X, denote the charac- 
teristic function of a set A. Let k(t) d enote the number of jumps of the observed 
process y on [0, t]. 
THEOREM 1. The conditional density of ?k+l given the history of the observed 
process up to the time of the kth jump is given on ?k < t < T by 
E(q@, x,(t)) n(Ek’ x LEkZ - @,)I 1 Xn(t) Y t> xik(t)-k) 1 Fk)* (16) 
The conditional jump rate p(t, yk) of the observed process is given on [-rk , T] by 
p(t, Fk) = E(& xnct,) “@“I x Ek2 - {3/k} 1 -%t) > t) 1 Y, 9 k(t) = 4. (17) 
Proof. Recall the definition of the mapping (Y which projects a jump history 
of the entire porcess in to a jump history of the observed process. It follows that 
= 1 p(a(x,z+,) f yk , a(X,) = Fk , T,+l < t 1 yk) 
n>k 
(18) 
= ;kE(P(a(xn) = ylc > a(Xn+l) + yk ,7,+1 < t 1 xn , yk) 1 yk>e 
Using (10) we see that 
p({a(xn> = yk , a(Xn+,) f Lk, T,+l < t> 1 xn , Fk) 
= XMXJ-YJ s” q(s, -L) exp [ - ls q(% -KJ du] r(Ekl x [-@ - {yk)] I -G , s) ds. 
7% 778 (19) 
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Notice that (19) is differentiable with respect to t and its derivative is given by 
Since n(s, X,) and n(E”1 x [EE”z - {yk}] 1 X, , s) are bounded, differentiating 
term by term under the conditional expectation sign in (18) is valid. Thus 
$ P(t,+, < t 1 &) = 1 E(X 
n>k 
bdX,)+)dt, &) exp [ - IT1 404 X,) du] 
(21) 
x +Ek’ x [Ek2 - {j&}] 1 x,, , t) 1 &). 
Now 
XMX,)=Y,) exp [ - ,“” &, xn) d”] = p(a(xn) = k;, , 7,+1 > t 1 & , Fk). (22) 
T7i 
Thus 
= -%(t, %t,) 4Ek1 X [E’ - fyk)l I &(t) > t> X{k(t)=k~ I pk), 
which gives (16). Since 
(23) 
(24) 
we have that 
P(t 
f 
Q = E(n(t, Xnct,) 4Ek’ x [Ek2 - bk>l 1 &(t) 9 t) Xlk(t)=k) 1 yk) 
JYfki-1 > t I Fklc) 
(25) 
Thus Bayes’ rule as given in Theorem A2 of the Appendix implies (17). 
3. REPRESENTATIONS OF FUNCTIONALS 
To derive equations for E{p(t) I.J%~} we shall make use of the notion of a 
representation of a functional on the past of a jump process. This concept is 
discussed in [4, pp. 495-496; 5, Sect. 2.31 and the idea is summarized in the 
following theorem. A derivation of Theorem 2 differing from those mentioned 
above is given in Theorem Al of the Appendix. 
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THEOREM 2. Let q~ be a functional on the past of a jump process. Then there are 
Borelfunctions g(t, X,,) of time and the variables X, of the range space of the random 
variables X,(W) so that on the set 
(0~: n(t, ok) = n}, (26) 
&I WI = & X%(,N. (27) 
That is, on the set (26), q(t) can be written as the composition of the random 
variables X,(W) with the function g(t, X,) on the range space of these variables. 
It is seen in the Appendix that g(t, X,) may also be interpreted as 
g(t, X,) = E(dt) I Xn , n(t) = n). (28) 
Let us say a functional q~ with representation g(t, X,) has a differentiable 
representation with bounded derivative if there is a functional whose repre- 
sentation is denoted by (a/at) g(t, X,) and for T, < t < T we have 
and there is a constant R such that 
(30) 
4. THE FILTERING EQUATIONS 
THEOREM 3. Let v be a functional with a representation g(t, X,) which is 
di@rentiable with a bounded derivative. Then E{v(t) / A$} is a functional on the 
past of y whose representation E(g(t, Xnct,) 1 Fk, h(t) = h) is d#erentiable with 
bounded derivative. The derivative is given on ?k < t < T by 
I T,k, h(t) = R) 
+ E(& &cd I yrt 9 W = 4 
x E[q(t, Xnct,) Qkl x Ek2 - GQ I -L(t) 9 t) I yk > W) = kl. (31) 
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Proof. By Theorem A2 of the Appendix 
(32) 
Hence if the derivatives of the numerator and denominator of (32) can be com- 
puted the derivative of the left side is given by the quotient rule for differentia- 
tion. Since P(k(t) = k j Fk) = P(T~+~ > t 1 yk), it follows from Theorem 1 
that the derivative of the denominator is given by the negative of (16). 
To compute the derivative of the numerator we first write it as the following 
sum. 
E(&) %k(t)=k) 1 'k> 
= Zk wt, m Gdt~=n,k(t)=k) I Fkk) 
/ 
= zk E(& xn) ‘(,(,)=,,k(,)-k,,(,k)-d 1 ‘kik) 
/ 
+ c qg(t, &) x (n(t)=n,k(t)=k,n(sb)<n} 1 ‘k) 
n>k 
= zk E(&, x,) p({n(t) = n, k(t) = k n(sk> = n> 1 xn 2 yk) 1 yk) 
I: c E(E(&, &) ‘(,(,)=R.k(t)=k.n(Tb)<n) I x~-l 9 yk) 1 Fk>* (33) 
n>k 
Now from the definition of X, and Fk we have the inclusions 
{n(t) = n, k(t) = k, n(?=,) = n} c {w: +&(,)) = T;‘,(w)} 
and 
(34) 
{n(t) = n, k(t) = k, n(?k) < n} C {w: ~(X,-~(cu)) = Fk(w)>. (35) 
The set {n(Tk) = n, a(X,) = Fk} is c(X, , yk) measurable and the set 
triav; n, a(X,-,) = Fk} = {a(X,-,) = Tk} is u&Y,-, , uk> measurable. Thus 
P({n(t) = n, k(t) = k, n(~~) = n} 1 X, , ykk) 
= X(nc~,)=n.acx,)=y,)P({n(t) = %W) = k, n(%) = n> 1 -G, Fk,>e 
(36) 
On the set (n(s,) = n, a(X,J = Fk} the conditional probability in (36) is just the 
conditional probability of no jumps in (TV , t]. Thus (10) implies 
P({n(t) = n, k(t) = k, n($ = n} 1 X,, , Fk) 
(37) 
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Proceeding similarly using (8) and (10) we have that 
xl = (-%a-, ,793 , %A > YB). 
We now notice that (37) implies that 
g(t, X,) P{n(t) = n, k(t) = k, ?2(7J = n 1 x, , F,} 
is differentiable with respect to t and has derivative given by 
(39) 
Xbds”b.n,a(Xn)=Y~> [ $ g(t, XJ - At, &) dt, -K)] ew [ - 1’ q(s, -G) ds] . 
79 
(40) 
Similarly (38) is differentiable with respect to t and has derivative 
x exp [ - j’” q(% &-I) d”] dT,z 
T.-l 
T ‘S EE1 g(t, X,x-, t, z,, 3 %c) +%a x GQ I X-I 7 t) dt, -T-I) 
x exp [ - lt --1 q(s, -K-J d(j - 
n 
Now 
Xfu(Xn-J-YJ exp [- jt 
78-1 
q(s, x,-,) ds] = P{?z(t) = 12 - 1, k(t) = I2 I XT+, , FJJ. 
(42) 
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Hence using (42) and (38), we can reinterpret (41) as 
([E $(r, Xn) - !7(t, &)g(t, xn,] X(,(,)=,.,(,)=,,,(TL)<nl I xn-I ! q 
+ JEkl g(4 L, > 6 % > xc> 4&z x {.ikl I XrL-l > 4 dtt xn-1) 
x P((n(t) = n, k(t) = k] 1 x,-, , Fk). 
(43) 
Similarly (40) can be reinterpreted as 
E ([&(t, Ik’n) - 4(t, Xn)& A,] X(,(,)=,,,(,)=k,71(T,,)=n) I xn I E) . (44) 
Making use of (1 l), (30), (40), and (41) one can see that term-by-term dif- 
ferentiation under the conditional expectation signs is valid in (33). From (40) 
(41) (43) and (44) the derivative of (33) is given by 
+ ,zk E (E ( [ $ g(4 Xn) - dt, Xn) dt, &I] 
, 
(45) 
Arguing similarly to (33) shows that (45) equals 
Now using (32) (46), (16) and the quotient rule for differentiation we obtain 
& Ek(t, xdt,) I Flc 3 W) = k) 
_ -WW)& &cd - dt, J’ht,) & -K&l XW=A I %k) 
P(k(t) = k / Yk) 
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+ Jqg(c Xnct,) X(kW=k) I Fk) 
P(k(t) = k 1 Fk) 
x -fw, Td n(E’“’ x P”” - GJI I -G(t) 7 0 %wkI I Q 
P@(t) = k 1 Fk) 
-. (47) 
Thus (31) follows from (47) and Theorem A2. The boundedness of (31) follows 
from the boundedness of q(t, X,), g(t, X,), and (a/at)g(t, X,). 
5. INITIAL CONDITIONS FOR THE FILTERING EQUATIONS 
Since (31) holds on Q~ < t < T, initial conditions for (31) are given by 
Now 
W?k 3 Xv&,)) I Yk) = c -%(fk 3 x?J XI&,)=n) I Fk). 
n>k 
(49) 
Since E(g(?k , X,) x(~(~~)-~) j yk) only involves the random elements X, and 
yk , these conditional expectations can be evaluated in the usual way in which 
the conditional expectation of a function of a finite number of random variables 
given another finite number of random variables is evaluated. 
6. THE CONDITIONALLY MARKOV CASE 
Define a jump process to be conditionally Markov, if when a(X,) = Fk we 
have 
!@, x,) = @, yk, %I> (50) 
and 
Relations (50) and (51) express the fact that for a conditionally Markov jump 
process the jump rate and the conditional state jump distribution depend only on 
the measurements yk and the current value z, of the concealed component of the 
state. Consider the case in which both z and y take values in the set I of non- 
negative integers. 
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From (17) we see that in this case the jump rate p(t, Fk’,> of the observed process 
is given by 
fk FJJ = c 4(t, Fk > i) T(1 x [I - {Yk}] \ r;;, ) i, t) P(z(t) = i 1 Fk ) k(t) = k). 
2 
(52) 
Let 9 be the functional on the past of the x processes defined by 
F(t) = %W=i) .
In this case the representation of y is given by 
& XT‘) = X(,&) 
and 
.E(lp(t) 1 Fk, k(t) = k) = f+(t) = i 1 Yk, k(t) = k). 
Thus Eqs. (31) become 
& P(z(t) = i 1 Fk , k(t) = k) 
= -q(t, y,, i) l-+(t) = i 1 yk, k(t) = k) 
$C4(i, xc) I Fk > j, 4 q(t, Ii , i) P@(t) = i I yk , k(t) = k) 
+ ,o(t, Yk) P(z(t) = i 1 Fk , k(t) = k). (53) 
These equations generalize Rudemo’s [6] Eqs. (6.1 l), (6.12) or (7.6), (7.7) for 
the conditional occupancy probabilities of the concealed states of a partially 
observed Markov process. 
APPENDIX 
In this appendix we shall discuss the concept of a representation of a func- 
tional on the past of a jump process and use this concept to derive formulas 
relating conditioning with respect to events taking place up to a given time and 
conditioning with respect to events up to the time of the nth jump. We shall 
begin by giving a slightly more general result which specializes to the representa- 
tion formulas (27), (28) in Corollary Al. 
THEOREM Al. Let z denote a random variable. Let ut = 0(x(s); 0 ,( s < t} 
denote the sigma field generated by the past of a jump process x. Define 
-W I X, , 49 = 4 by 
E(z I X, , 44 = 4 = EC” I X, , XM~M = 1). C-41) 
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Recall that E(x 1 u(X, , Xt,(,)=,j)) can be written as the composition of the 
random elements X, , J&(,)=,1 with a function E(.z 1 X, , XI~(~J=~~) on the range 
space of these random elements. It follows from Fubini’s theorem that 
E(x 1 X, , X(n(t)=n} = 1) is a measurable function on the range space of X, . 
In formula (A2) we use this same symbol to denote the composition of this 
function with the random element X, . 
Proof of Theorem Al. To establish the theorem, we must show for every ot 
measurable set A that 
f 2 dp = f %(,)=,I C EC” I Xn , %w=,) = 1) dp. (A3) 
JA JA 12 
Now it can be shown as was done in [5] that 
ut n (n(t) = TZ} = u(X,) n {n(t) = ~2) 
This implies for each (TV measurable set A that 
W I Xn 3 XMM) dp = / z dP. 
AAh(t)=n) 
Since on the set {n(t) = n}, 
0 I x* ? XbdtM) = m I xn 3 XhW=n) = l), 
(A3) follows by summing (A6) with respect to n. 
COROLLARY Al. If p)(t) ’ f t’ 1 zs a uric zona on the past of x then 
dt) = c XhhdwP(t) I x?z , n(t) = n>. 
11 
The corollary follows immediately from Theorem Al, since 
E(fP(t) I 4 = p?(t), 
because y(t) is ut measurable. 
(A4) 
(-46) 
(A7) 
648) 
649) 
In Theorem A2 we relate conditioning with respect to the past measurements 
and conditioning with respect to measurements made up to the time of the kth 
jump of the measurement process. 
THEOREM A2 If 
P@(t) = k I y,) > 0 
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then 
Proof. Applying Theorem Al to the functional E{q(t) 1 J&} on the past of y, 
we have 
E(y(t) 1 4) = 1 X,k,t,=k,E:(dt) t Fk > k(t) = K, 
k 
Taking a o(Fk) measurable set B we see, since 
c7( r?,) n {k(t) = a> c Aft ) 
that 
= j” X(lcwddt) dp. 
B 
Thus 
E(X(k(tb=k)dt) 1 ykk) = E(Xtk(t,=k)E(dt) 1 yk, R(t) = K, 1 ykk)* 
Since E(q(t) 1 yk , k(t) = k) is (~(7~) measurable, (A14) becomes 
E(X(k(t)=k)&) 1 Fkk) = &P(t) 1 yk. W = 4 P@(t) = k 1 Fk,). 
Thus (AlO) follows by division. 
(All) 
6412) 
W3) 
VW 
(Al 5) 
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